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SOS® - Siren-Operated Sensor Advances
Electronic Gate Opening with Two New Products

Twin Falls, ID, May 16, 2019 — SOS® — Siren-Operated Sensor is
pleased to introduce two new products that ensure emergency
vehicles fast access to any gated facility by simply activating the
vehicle siren — saving precious response time in an emergency.
SOS-RM

The first new product is the SOS-12 – Siren-Operated Sensor. Totally redesigned, with more

features and faster gate opening response time for faster access.


New sleek, stealth design and color that blends into surroundings to go unnoticed.



Tough, NEMA 4 compliant enclosure with larger internal gaskets for greater protection of
electronic components.



Up-front microphone quickly detects vehicle siren “Yelp” for even faster openings.



The latest electronic design and circuitry ensures fast gate response and long sensor life.

Next, the new SOS-RM – Remote Microphone. Extends the reach of the SOS-12 sensor. The
remote microphone can be placed up to 50’ away from the SOS-12 unit. This allows the SOS-12
unit to be installed in a cabinet inside a guard shack or another remote location.

“The new SOS-12 and SOS-RM units are the result of our continuous product improvement
process. Since 1992, our goal has been to provide emergency vehicle sensors and devices that
are increasingly more durable, responsive, and easy to install,” said McKay Lundgren,
President, SOS - Siren-Operated Sensor.
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About SOS® - Siren-Operated Sensor
Since 1992, the original SOS® - Siren-Operated Sensor has provided electronic gate access
systems for fast and secure emergency access to:
Residential homes

Commercial Property

Apartment Buildings

Home Owner Associations

Healthcare Campuses

Airports

Government Properties

Military Facilities

Parking Garages

SOS opening devices are America’s most widely used emergency gate access systems and are
used throughout the Americas and Europe. If a Gate, Door, Parking Arm, Barrier, Electronic Lock,
or Roll-Up Door needs to open for emergency responders – the SOS – Siren-Operated Sensor
is a proven sensing and opening device. Once the "Yelp" siren has been recognized, a signal is
sent to open the gate. The SOS is the most cost-effective way for emergency responders to
access a gated home, business, or public facility without stopping or leaving their vehicle to enter
a code or to use a key. SOS Emergency Access Systems are now mandatory in many communities throughout the world due to the reliability and ease of use. With an SOS activated gate,
critical time is saved in reaching an emergency event.

For more information go to:
Web: sosgate.com | Call: 208-734-0467 | Email: sos@sosgate.com
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